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Upper peninsula fall color report 2019

This is the #1 of autumn colors in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Each week usually starts in late July until the first or second week of October and you can follow the U.P. Fall Color Report . This is the 7th year of the FunintheUP.com the Top Peninsula Online. Michigan's best autumn colors are visible on the Upper Peninsula. Look at some
of the best autumn color displays in the entire United States as the upper peninsula is covered with dense forests of maple, oak, collector, birch, ironwood, beech, ash, and wood in a swede. More and more people visit the Upper Peninsula each year to watch the amazing color show along the highways, from picturesque fainting, along
small lakes and rivers, no matter where you go in UP you'll see beautiful color. Check back every week on this page because it will be updated with the latest information on the progress of autumn colours across the Upper Peninsula. Thank you for visiting the page FunintheUP.com --- yopper Steve Would you like to support what I do in
promoting UP? You can do this by posting with or sponsoring FunintheUP over our 53,000+ followers. Support here - join me on the Autumn Colors and Waterfalls Tour of Michigan's Upper Peninsula named the best destination for autumn fables TravelIronwood.com - find your north, let nature heal! Fall Color Reports by Yooper Steve ::
September 28, 2020 :: Welcome notes for Week 9 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. This will be up fall color report's latest report for 2020, it kind of feels weird to finish up fall color reports with a few days left in September, but that's what happens color comes and goes. First of all I want to
thank everyone for visiting FunintheUP.com UP Fall Color Reports, this fall was one of the best color seasons for quite some time I saw the color progression every week and it was fun. I've traveled just over 4,500 miles traveling across UP since the First Week report on the Upper Peninsula. Thanks to each and every one of you, your
comments, your questions, and those I met there on the trails and roads from the last few days and mem many years ago. FunintheUP continues to be #1 up fall color reports and UP Snowfall reports. I wouldn't do those reports, 100s of live videos, and other videos if you're not interested or I don't think there's any value to it. Let's keep
doing FunintheUP together, seeing you on the trails or open roads across UP. Get ready for the Daily Up 2020/21 snow reports. It's going to be a snowy, cold winter, are you ready? Not yet me, I still want some sunshine and 60s, but I'm definitely enjoying autumn! So have we reached the peak Did we pass the record, is it still worth it to
come to the Upper Peninsula for autumn colours? There were a lot of questions this week, sorry I couldn't get to any of you. Colors are 70%-90%, peak, peak or peak. There aren't many areas that are still very green. Has Of 70% color to record color in some areas across UP and Southeast UP, Mackinaw Island, and Drummond Island.
The color was amazing this year, and if you followed the UP Fall Color Report, you were probably one of the thousands of people I saw on the roads around UP last week. The paint comes strong and it comes out strong. What many don't realize when the paint reaches 60%-70% can be a matter of 3-5 days and the peak is here and out.
There were areas I was in literally 12 hours before I saw the most amazing reds, bright oranges, and then the next day 25% loss of leaves with little red left with 50% dull silencing color starts. Some wonder why I start the reports in late July and early August it's because I want to keep people aware of the progress of color, things change
rapidly, temperatures, rain, dryness, amount of sunlight, winds, all of which affect progress. Check the regional reports below. If you enjoyed these autumn color reports and it was useful for you to please consider helping me by donating any $$ amount it helps ensure I can continue to travel up to bring you FunintheUP and continue to
promote our beautiful part of the world. You can also join the FunintheUP membership program on Facebook. Also consider booking a guided UP tour with self-yooper Steve off the beaten track Michigan's beautiful UP adventure at upperpeninsulatours.com thanks for making funintheUP UP fall color report, 7 years in a row. Share your
autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P. Travel Guide::P Hotograph:::FunintheUP filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP Facebook Yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper
Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com Western UP - Overall: Record - Record - Record past UP West was on fire this week for autumn color, I saw it go from 60% color to peak/ past record in a matter of 4 days. There's still paint as well as good color. The roads in question are amazing for driving now, the forests are just burning in yellow,
red and orange, go ahead and walk in the road. Guests can enjoy the smells and sounds of the quiet forests. The views from the bald mountain (TravelIronwood.com scenery for instructions on how to get there) were amazing, an underated place to display the autumn colours, it's a drive, but many times you'll find yourself alone and it's
always a great quiet time, just you and nature. Places like Cloud Lake are at their peak now, the reds have faded along the cloud lake and yellow are a blaze that some yellowish-green hues remain across the forest treetops. The inside along the southern border road has peaked and leaves are falling. Summit views are starting to turn a
little dull, yet plenty of bright yellows this weekend. Overall for Porky expecting good color by Thursday maybe Friday. After the weekend things will start to get really boring and you'll see a lot of bare With all the rain and winds this week. The areas around Ironwood are still good still, copper peak landscapes are still stunning, things are
still quite colourful, your western landscapes a little more than your south-east now. This week things will start to get more boring for the colour by Saturday. Don't let it stop you, color will still be beautiful for most people, the views are breathless and taking anytime from peak copper. The areas near Bergland are truly colourful and will
become less colourful as the week goes on. The M64 north to Silver City has been really nice over the past week and the colour will be fading quickly on this stretch and started a bit already. Around Lake Gogby the paint still hangs on but already sees these reds disappear. The views of Mount Wolf were great this weekend, this week the
colour should turn yellow and dull brown with some loss of the likes. Around the Watersmeet and Paulding areas the colour was excellent and bright with still a few patches of green at the weekend, but as progress this week watch past peak colour. Bond falls were packed with people, so if you're looking for a peaceful adventure for Bond,
wait a few weeks, but you won't have the color. Agath Falls is a little less crowded, and the view from the Trestle Bridge is stunning. For the real adventurous man to take a trip down the steep hill to the bottom of the falls for stunning views, careful with all the rain we've had and will be getting it will be slippery. Up North - Overall: Record -
Past record color in North UP is the best it will get, in recent days things have been amazing. Some really nice colors in the oak trees this year. The forests are so colourful, the back ways are my favourite with all the colours in the forest and the dirt two tracks are just full of goals, the sounds so amazing. Paint in many high-lying areas
became peaking early last week and became peaking on Thursday and Friday. The loss of leaves is starting to reach 25% and expects it to be more with the rains and winds by Thursday. Along Lake Superior things are still spinning, only now reaching 75-80% color with a record hitting by midweek. The views from Brockway are the best
at the moment and are still going to be good by Wednesday as the east side of Rocky Ridge change colour. Your southern and southern landscapes are a full record now going to be fading daily and loss of cost has already begun. The views along Grease House are colourful, but you can see the progress of the summit now, not many
areas of yellowish green left. US41 Drive is great still, leaves are holding up but don't expect it to be as wonderful as after Thursday, it's rain and wind will blow those leaves quickly. US41 from Phoenix to Clumat is colorful and starts past the climax. Finsdale to Miss City passed the record with a lot of loss of cost. The colour along Route
45 south to Bruce Crossing is great, but it's peaking and starting to pass the summit. The city areas of Ontonagon and Silver are fully coloured with some areas in the past Still a few bright yellows from a collector and a birch turn. Reds along US41 from Chasell to Keweenaw Bay have faded or left the trees, yet some birch and collector is
changing to keep things a little bright. Many of the patients are the best they're going to get. The L'Anse Lascani area is great, it peaked with a few spots of greenish yellow. Interior parts and higher altitudes are past the peak in the Huron Mountains and lots of surfaced on the back roads. The rivers and currents are amazing with a little
color still hanging over and these yellows filling the forests. The Alberta region is past its peak now and has been since Friday. Still some nice reds here and there, but expect your color to leave the trees soon with the rain and winds. After a falling King Lake canyon has plenty of loss of some left color but overall past record, this area
changes so quickly each year and is one of the first to reach beyond peak. Covington Jct to Canton is still colourful but fading rapidly. Your trip along US141 from Covington to Amza peaked and past the summit as we get through the week. Central UP - a total of 80% - has passed a record looking for good color yet, you'll find some at the
bottom height around Market. The areas around the Three Lakes and Mitchegema are beyond the peak colour, yet some nice colour spots, but the overall colour has been fading. Views from Mt Market have turned colourful this weekend. SugarKf and Hogsbeck were still good, the yellows now dominating after the Reds fade. Country
roads 510 and 550 are still nice drives for the colour of the forests turning yellow now with some reds and oranges still bright beneath history. The areas around Nguna and Ispming are great today, the color has peaked, some areas are still peaking, but not many. Good driving all over the back roads to color. US41 from Harvey to Rapid
River is really nice, the Reds are fading though, good yellows are starting to turn up. The ride across 94 from US41 to M28 south of Munising is really colourful and worth a ride and stop at AuTrain Falls, whitefish falls laughing, and Wagner falls. Eastern UP - a total of 70% - the eastern UP record has reached 70% for the most part with
some peak areas now. South of Munnation there are still some areas around Lake Bot that are still turning colors yet some fresh reds are circulating. North of Elkhorn near Steuben colors are really nice, a bit green yet a bit of colour is still great. The Tahkumel Waterfalls area is full color. Areas from Newbury to strong are a good color
now. The views from Mission Hill are good and if you peak this week early on. North of the McKinnak Bridge there is good colour around East Lake and Lake Trout. Travelling up to 123 or I75 North is really colourful with still a few patches of green. Near Cedarville there's a good colour but still a bit of green to change. You can find plenty
of color at the far east end of UP though. Color in the rock national lake forests pictured are really With plenty of roses hitting the ground now it becomes peaking and will peak by midweek, you still need to find some decent colour in the forest though especially the yellow ones like undestory changes to bright yellow. THE US2 from Mackic
Jumper to Manistique is still a colourful record and should be coming by the end of the week. Plenty of color along this stretch for some nice pictures. Any trip up to 77 or 117 you can enjoy now as it is really colorful with still some color to go, but it should be a lot to satisfy you. South UP - A total of 60%-70% color in South UP is fine, but
not very colorful yet, there are pockets of nice red and orange with some birch collector now starting to change. Get out there on the roads and find the paint. By the end of the week, the color should be really nice. TravelIronwood.com - Find your north, let nature heal! Fall Color Reports by Steve Yooper :: September 21, 2020 :: Welcome
notes for Week 8 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. Another beautiful week on the Upper Peninsula. I love this season, no insects, beautiful colored mountains, cooler temperatures, gentle winds, vigorous winds, sounds of mountains beneath your feet, the stream flowing gently with the
mountains floating around. Autumn is a wonderful time of year. First of all, let me say that the color this year was already amazing, the next 3-10 days are prime time, the leaves are already falling from the trees. Tons of questions about peak paint over the past week, just let me say, we're close to peaking in some areas, while other areas
are hitting only 40% color. Everywhere in UP there is color and if you wait a long time to get to UP you miss. So if you haven't made any plans for a place to stay yet, it may be late. Many Airbnb, hotels, campsites, cabins are welcome, don't expect to come up now especially in your big cities and towns or tourist observation areas to have
space available, call ahead and order something if it's open to book it or someone calling after you want. We had some cold weather again in the evenings with frost overnight some nights. Daytime temperatures were in the upper 50s, and in what areas there were temperatures as low as mid-70s. It was the perfect time to go out and
explore UP, go kayaking, hiking, and get some of those chores that need to be finished before it gets really cold. During the week we saw a nice progression of autumn colors across all of UP. Areas by Superior Lake have finally reached around 40-50% color now internal parts are upwards of 70-90% color. I see a lot of green still on the
understory along the roads yet, but now it's starting to get more yellow in the woods. The laces along the roads have now become mostly brown and low brush, and the trees have now turned yellowish green and some orange colours are mixed. This week there will be some areas that will peak in the centre, north and west of the Upper
Peninsula. If you're waiting for the color, I wouldn't... Long after this week, unless it's in areas along Superior Lake, Lake Michigan, South UP, or the farther eastern Upper Peninsula. Check the regional reports below. This up fall color report made possible because of our wonderful visitors. By donating any $$ amount it helps ensure I can
continue to travel UP to bring you FunintheUP and continue to promote our beautiful part of the world. You can also join the FunintheUP membership program on Facebook. Thanks for making a funintheUP fall color report, 7 years in a row. Share your autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message on the FunintheUP
Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P.::P Tour Guide To the Totograph::FunintheUP filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP on Facebook And Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com Western UP The Western UP is coming now. The
paint was really starting to fill up nicely. Porky's views were wonderful, still a bit green and lots of yellow, surprisingly some nice reds have popped up this year unlike the last 3 or 4 years, a nice bonus. Most of the people I spoke to at Cloud Lake it was their first time to the Upper Peninsula and the first time to the Hedgehog Mountains
National Park. They loved the views like every time I go there. This week we need to see the color really filling and popping, this week along with next week will be excellent for watching the colors. Once the color 3 will start to fade and you will probably get some loss of the likes. Color on the side of Lake Superior along Porky Ski Hill was
about 50% color at the beginning of the week, probably reached about 60% now, a record will probably be on the weekend and early next week. Travelling in the interior of Porky along the southern border road, the view from the air paint was better on the east side and a little less colour until you get further past my Nonesuch. Views from
the summit showed a little more color than the cloud lake overlooking much reddier and visible colors. Expect this view to be over by next week next Monday or Tuesday. Areas around Ironwood, Bessemer, and Wakefield have looked good, colour is good but not a record yet, by the end of the week expecting a nice colour by next week
but by the end of next week may start to see these reds and blues turn a bit dull as the yellows start to emerge from the birch and collector. The M28 from Wakefiled to Bergland is quite colourful, more around the Bergland area and cost Hwy 64 towards Silver City. Nice color now appears in trap hills if you enjoy walking head to the north
of the state trail everywhere in trap hills, there are many sightings and scenery will be all yours as you stand by yourself or a friend takes it all in for a total of 50%-80% peak will be September 27 - October 3. North UP a lot of color change near Cooper Harbour especially along US41 Indoor Drive, this week is prime time for travel. It still will
be. Nice ride for another two weeks when the disappearers start falling. The views from the eastern view of Brockaway Mtn overlooking Cooper Harbour towards East Bluff are still a bit green, but now it gives a nice show of colour of yellow and oranges. Later in the ride looking south towards Keweenaw Mountain Lodge and the color of
Lake Medora reached about 65-70% and at the weekend it should reach 70-85%. The views of Westen towards Bailey Lake and Agate Port are about the same percentage as the eastern landscapes. The drive from Cooper Port to Caloma is colourful but not entirely at its peak along the roads yet, the views from the air are very colourful.
Along the M203 from McClane National Park to Hencoek is colourful yet a bit green but sees a beautiful colour along the Portage Canal now. The paint along the canal reached about 50% color with the expectation that it would reach 70% by the end of the week. The summit along the Houghton and Hancock area is due by next week. The
ride along the M28 from Paynesdale to the M38 Jct is one you have to do quickly, it's amazing now especially after Toivola through Donken. These reds along the marshes and small lakes around Duncan are so bright with reds and oranges. From Thoughton to Chassel is quite colourful, still a bit green still. These reds along US41 outside
Chassell along Sloughs Sturgeon have now started to dae and leaves are starting to fall. The paint all the way to Baraga has progressed, but the paint is still coming together, yet mild along this stretch to be close to Superior Lake. Once you go out to L'Anse and reach Alberta the color really starts popping, should be hitting a record in a
few days, with color staying nice throughout the weekend. The Skanee area is very colorful, the upper areas of the Huron Mountains are real colored, these backrounds are burning with color, a lot of the mountains are now starting to fall. The paint is slower to progress closer to Point Abaye's Superior Lake and the mouth of the Huron
River. Covington Jct to Canton has a little more colourful now, it's reached about 70% colour and the trip from Covington to Crystal Falls is really nice now, another wonderful drive to see very beautiful colour, around 70% colour some areas may reach 90% this weekend. A total of 40%-80% peak will be September 25 - October 1. Central
UP The market area reaches 40%-50% at the lower altitude along Lake Superior, still fairly green uneven areas, but the paint on the treetops was filled with overall color. Roadside drives are still a little green and the ficqua will be another 7-10 days before it starts to get good. The views of Sugarloop and Hogsbeck are better to the south
and west, areas to the north and east of these spotters are still a bit green, but you can see these yellowish hues. You still have time to get there to see peak color, but you wouldn't complain with such a beautiful view all year. The view from Thomas Rock is getting pretty nice now, just getting better during this week and into next week
color will A particularly fading landscape in the southwest. The views from Mt Market show a bit of green still but a lot of yellow tree tops now, soon it will be very nice, hitting this place by the end of this week should be worth the trip. South of the market along Co Rd. 492 and 480 are not good and poor passengers with plenty of colour.
Around Palmert was very colorful, and further over 565 and 581 were nice and colorful. Stop at some of the waterfalls in these areas, such as Eli Falls, Schweitzer Creek Falls, and Black River Falls. To the west, along US41, from Nanguna to Mitchegama, they got pretty good, especially after Jct 95 to the west. If you drive down the US41
south from Harvey you see good colour near Kiva and Trenary now all the way up to Gladstone. Travel from US41 to Chatham and Munning is very good now, not at its peak, but around 60%-70% in many places. Around better Munising colors in the southern and evening areas, another northeast color is now approaching the lake. The
trip down the H58 is a good ride, more colorful by the day. A total of 40%-80% peak will be September 25 - October 3. East Northeast UP is now getting good. Views along the M28 from Shingleton to Newbury have some nice reds popping up, Seney Road has still some reds spinning and more popping up further east towards Newbury.
The Tahqaumenon drop zone is now around 50% color and some spots maybe 60%, peak color should be around early October and good color from 2-5, expecting a lot of yellows at this point. The views from Mission Hill have received good, not a full record yet but still colourful enough for the first time a up peeping spades, can't go
wrong with a view here at any time of the year. Around colour so has been improving, still a bit to peak but enough reds are out this year along your main track I75 into so. If you want a good color now east UP stay interiors near Superior Lake or Lake Michigan. The views of the Cutting River Bridge are still greenish yellow, some nice
color points though. Highway 123 is quite colorful, not yet a record but a good color started to appear. West along US2 after Brevort shows signs of life now, paint is bouncing in some areas outside Epofette and Naubinway and more as you move away from Lake Michigan. For some good colour drives this week take 117 north, and 77
north to the M28. Also hit some of the back ways for some good color displays. The color around Curtis is pretty good right now, by the end of the week it should be real colorful. Paint is starting to pop up around Manistic Lake and Southern Manistic Lake, those staying at Chamberlin's Ole Forest Inn this weekend and into next week are
on a treat. The trip along US2 from Manistic to Rapid River is around 40-50% color and maybe some places with more but by early October it should be really colorful. Overall 30%-60% peak will be October 1 - October9. South UP good color has now begun in the southern region of UP. There wasn't. Of color from Wisconsin to Michigan
along US41, further north is better color. US2 from Powers to the Iron River shows good colour not a ton of it but some nice hotspots and colourful trees. As you go north in the provinces of color gets a beter, especially your high elevates and around the rivers and lakes. North of Randville, get up to 69 to the east, and you'll see some
colour, then take Norway Lake Rd north to 426 and let it east again. North of Wells National Park you'll want to drive 551 north along the Cedar River for a good colour, by next week it should be really nice, follow it all the way north to Inyanttown and Harris Locations, go east to US41/US2 to River Lightning. A total of 30%-50% peak will be
October 3 - October 12. TravelIronwood.com - Find your north, let nature heal! Fall Color Reports by Yooper Steve :: September 15, 2020 :: Welcome notes for Week 7 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. How interesting the last few weeks in terms of weather. We had very stormy storms in
early November in early September, frost, heavy rainfall, a day of relentless rain and drizzle like we used to get, cooler temperatures by the mid-30s and low 40s, and also back into the 60s and reaching close to 80 degrees today on September 15. The last few days here at UP have been very nice, mid-60s and low 70s, so it's been nice
hiking and kayaking the last few days. I actually enjoyed this changing weather, some storm activity, some cool weather to get ready for the dull *cough*, W I N T E R. Here I said it, Winter, but Yopper Steve, don't rush it You say, good yopper always prepares at this time of year, winter sometimes meets autumn, it seems like that was the
case in the last autumn color seasons, but here's to hope it stays away until October 31 Anyway the autumn color comes long and really nice and looks really fast in the last few weeks in some areas. There are other areas close to Lake Superior this year running on normal for a change of colour, because cooler weather hasn't affected it
much because The Great Lake keeps things really mild so it's not a surprise things are just starting there. The interior however is also on the way to peak. Good enough with the hors d'oeuvres for this week, let's go to the meat and potatoes. This up fall color report made possible because of our wonderful visitors. By donating any $$
amount it helps ensure I can continue to travel UP to bring you FunintheUP and continue to promote our beautiful part of the world. You can also join the FunintheUP membership program on Facebook. Thanks for making a funintheUP fall color report, 7 years in a row. Share your autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a
message on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P.::P Tour Guide::FunintheUP Filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP On Facebook Yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - Western UP Western UP of Michigan is one of the
best places to watch autumn colors in the Upper Peninsula. This week you will see a lot of changes to internal parts of Porky (Hedgehog Mountains wilderness state park), areas along the southern border road are now starting to fill especially around falls and ignore the summit. The views from The Cloud Lake are still quite green still,
there are hints of colour now, the yellows are starting to explode, with some reds down in areas along the Carp River. Standing on the beach before you enter Porky you can see the hills are getting pretty patchy but you can see these yellow and orange shades now. You can't go wrong visiting Porky at any time of the year so don't worry
you'll still have an amazing view with some colour now, but it won't be a highlight this week. The views from Copper Peak are starting to improve for colour, things now look more colourful, but it's still not full where most people really enjoy it for autumn, but still the views from the ski jump are amazing. Starting next week you should have a
really nice color, with a record hitting soon. The views from Mount Zion are particularly unusual on a clear day, quite hazy though in recent days with the smoke from the west. Still need to fill up and you'll see more color in the east landscape this week, as things progress you need to start seeing some nice color to fill in replacing those still
green from birch shipping. US2 from Ironwood to Wakefield has some nice uneven areas. Heading north along Co Rd 519 from Wakefield to South Border Rd there's good red and nice colour, yet a bit until it really fills up, but it's a pleasant coloured drive. Around Bergland there is some color nice enough to provide even the color boner for
the first time in UP. Heading north to the M64 to Silver City you'll be greeted with plenty of colourful displays along the swampy areas. Around Lake Gogvik there are more reds filling in with more yellows present. US2 from Wakefield to Watersmeet has some patchy areas but a lot of birch collectors are just starting to get yellow roses,
there's some decent patches of colour, another week it needs to get a little better. Around the Iron River and Crystal Falls there's a pretty nice color around Lake Chicago and Mikhagame Reservoir. Get on some of the routes in the Ottawa National Forest to the beginning of the colours, each day you'll see more and more changes. Take
FH16, Forest Service Highway 2149, or Forest Service Highway 2130 for some nice quiet autumn-colored drives. A total of 30%-50% peak will be September 27 - October 3. North UP a major color change in Keweenaw last week, especially interior parts along the US41 and in valleys beneath glacial rocky ridges north and east of
Phoenix. The views from Rockaway Mountain are still very green with the eastern views of the Eastern Lookout, mount Kiwano Lodge and south of the Rocky Range the colour has begun to fill up. Views on the main guard that you will be More color to the south than in the western parts of the Guard towards Lake Bailey, a landscape
north of Lake Superior are still pretty green, expecting in recent days it has stayed the same since the weekend, looking for more paint filling in the western and eastern parts of the ridges starting this weekend. Now by the peak you'll still have plenty of colour to be satisfied, if you don't like a lot of people staying away from mid-afternoon to
sunset you'll usually find 20-50 cars up there now. The trip from Clyumet to Cooper Harbour is really nice now and a lot of colour to watch, still far from the peak but every day it gets nicer. Lak La Belle and Beta Grease are starting to get their color, views from the beach I saw paint on Bohemia, Mount Houghton, and Barebluff. The
portage canal has started to turn the paint now, a lot of the color of yellows filling up with some reds jumping through now. Paint from Painesdale to Twin Lakes is really nice, it's really started popping up now, won't be long before this area peaks. To the west along the M26 paint is pretty good around the Firesteel rivers. The areas near
Greenland are pretty good, and further towards Onogun things aren't coloured yet, watch along the many rivers from the highway. South near the color of the city of Mesa is fine but still not really nice. Taking US41 from Houghton to Chassell has more colour, lots of nice reds along the road and you can see across the channel and notice
changes in colour. Outside Of Essel along Sturgeon Slough there are some bright reds at the moment, won't last much longer. US41 to Baraga color is not bright but there are some areas that pop. L'Anse Hill toward Alberta has been surprisingly slower this year, this week although it has begun to catch up, but the higher elevations after
Alberta look a little longer. The roads outside L'Anse towards Scani and into the Huron Mountains and near Herman are quite colourful, less close to Lake Superior, but these high elevated highs are filled with red along the marshes and marshes, it's always fun to drive on Arvon Rd and the road to Big Erics Bridge is a wonderful
experience. The drive up to michigan's highest point (Mount Arvon) has a lot of color starts, some nice reds seemed to be good uneven areas of color, yet some greens still change, some oak, birch, and Espense will make it wonderful shortly after this weekend. From Convington Jct to Bruce Crossing, there are plenty of yellow starts,
uneven areas along the way of red but not tone. Covington Lemsa has filled pretty well in the last week, it's usually a very nice color drive, a lot of color, after this week it should be real colored, you might notice a moose down this stretch too. A total of 30%-60% peak will be September 25 - October 1. The central UP Marquette area was
slow to change, there wasn't much paint around the McClaur Dam and not around the Forestville Dam. The areas around the city are still really green yet, really affected by milder Along Lake Superior. The views from Mount Market are green in general, some sections the western landscapes are facing now, still a long way to go,



expecting the paint to start getting good in another week with your best opinions in the first week of October, could be a bit of a loss of leaves by then though. The areas north of Ischping and Nanyoni are starting to get nice colours, the drives on the back roads include some good splashes of red and yellow, especially in these swampy
and swampy areas. Most lakes already have a beautiful color. If you get views from Jasper Nov you'll see how uneven the color is still. Harvey lemonization is pretty easy on color right now, it's not until you approach Munising that you see color. Another interior near Superior Lake towards Chatham and Eben will see more paint, so drive
to stretch if you're looking for any colour in the area. Down US41 from Harvey to Trenary there are some nice patches, starting to fill this week, a bit of a go but decent now, plenty of green to change. If you are north of Marquette you want to visit Thomas Rock (aka Gobblers Nov) you will have the best colour displays, things along 510 and
550 are still quite green in the understory so you have to get up over the trees to see a lot of colour change. There are some nice areas areas after little Fresque Island that are colorful with some red and closer to the big bay color is better. If you're looking for some real nice color now in the center of UP you have to drive towards
Michigamme and three lakes, paint really started popping up that way. Get on a few ways and drive to see some good color so early on. The views of Sugarloaf and Hogsback will give you a beautiful view of the patchwork paint, but it's not as full yet as most people like, for your best views from these places wait still around early October.
Overall 30%-60% peak will be September 25 - October 3. Eastern UP East UP Now your best colors are more interior views from Mission Hill and Namikong will disappear and are still pretty green, you can see even though the color has started, but being so close to this superior is far from peak. Areas around Tahquamenon falls are
starting to improve, making good progress this week close to 30-40% color in the area. Areas in the FAR EAST UP are still pretty green, maybe another week you'll start to see better color, another 2 weeks to go at least to get really good. From The McKinnaw Bridge to Swan Lake there are some decent splashes of colour, preferably near
Lake Michigan from Angadin to Blaney Park. The M28 from I75 to the Schenkelton colour has progressed quite decently, some nice reds near Macmillan and Sani and some near Shengleton. The M77 up to The Grand Marais is a fine drive now, giving it another week should start to get pretty nice. Take the Iwata trail for trips through
Cappie, Rexton, Garnett and Gilchrist, take between 123 and 117. By next week there should be a good color down this stretch. Total The peak will be October 1st - October9th. South UP South UP We still don't see much color, hints of changes here and there. Expect this area of UP to be the latest change, even in the second week of
October may have some decent color remaining. I would say by October 5 color should be pretty good, should be on each side of peak color at this point. For your south UP colour drives I suggest just driving on the back roads, getting off the main roads to enjoy the colour. You come across a lot of lakes and ponds that have a decent
color. A total of 15%-30% peak will be October 3 - October 12. U.P. Fall Colors &amp; Waterfall Tours off a path-stricken autumn adventure color reports by Yooper Steve :: September 6, 2020 :: Welcome notes to Week 6 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. What a great week for the
progression of autumn colors. This past week we've seen these trees really change before our eyes in a few days as temperatures drop. There were areas where I drove two days in a row and every day seemed to really start filling up more every day. Given a lot of the areas that are really seeing this color are more internal parts of
Houghton County, Baraga County, and Marquette County. Elsewhere along the shorelines of Lake Superior there is now some colour starting to appear. People are really starting to ask about peak paint in the last few weeks and I notice some new agencies are now starting to put up their autumn colour maps, be careful people, be
careful, that's a fine way to catch them but they don't keep up week to week like FunintheUP does. As I've said all along, your best time if you plan a color somewhere in UP to be near peak, peak, or just past peak will be September 25-October 5. Those 10 days you really can't go wrong with enjoying some autumn color, hitting a record
just when you're planning 5-10 weeks out is pretty tough. I know it's difficult this year because of the situation we're in and that we have to book your accommodation, much of it is already full. If you are able to travel on a whim you are better, these day trips always look good. We have some of the best autumn colors in the United States
and every year we continue to see more and more. This year interest on the FunintheUP autumn color report page has doubled in traffic from last year, which is only Week 6. I'm happy to bring you accurate and timely information to help with your planning. If you enjoy the work I do with FunintheUP feel free to help support my
independent work by donating any $$ amount if you feel like you have enjoyed FunintheUP over the years. You can also join the FunintheUP membership program on Facebook. Thanks for following FunintheUP's autumn color report for seven years in a row. Share your autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message
on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. Yopper Steve-- U.P. Tour. FunintheUP on Instagram - FunintheUP On Facebook Yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com Western UP When people are looking for great color, they often
head over to West UP. Why is it that it has some of the densest forest land of hard maple anywhere in UP, a lot of it being in the Ottawa National Forest. Your more popular areas like Cloud Lake see people this week looking for these great views of the lake below. Do people notice the color yet? They're definitely, it's weak still, most of
them notice a lot of green, but there's a hint of a change of colour, these leaves are starting to see that a yellowish hue, some reds down on the river have been seen, you have to look though, the reds in this area are a lean selection, most of the views are yellow and orange from the cloud lake. If you are looking for red you want to take a
drive down the southern border road during 65% to peak paint. It's also worth stopping at Summit Summit for more reds than from Cloud Lake. Also there is no complete stop without stopping at the Fresque Island River to see the beautiful waterfalls, you might get lucky with rain recently for awe-inspiring water flow, you can't go wrong
when the water is lower as well, the textures are amazing. Now on Ironwood, this week along Black River Rd you start to get some reds and oranges popping up, more face than closer to Superior Lake. There are some colors popping up like orange and yellow along the Black River from the viewpoints of the falls, but still a lot of green.
When on Mount Zion in Ironwood, a location that gives you a view of Porky, Cooper Peak, and allows you to see into Wisconsin and Minnesota on a clear day you see these treetops becoming a color, a lot of green but these shades of yellow are really starting to show. Around Bessember and Wakefield paint happens, small hotspots
along the US2 road. Small hotspots along the ski hills as well. If you take M26 from Wakefield to Bergland, you'll notice how many reds and oranges you notice. I saw a beautiful color starting around Lake Gogvik in the lake. Hit the road up the M64 from Bergland for Silver City Week 8-10 and you'll love it, stop by Kotka and have dinner
just before sunset and watch the bears are fed, BIG ONEs, and you might as well be lucky enough to see a wolf. There were a few colours in the Marinsco area, but there's a lot of crackling around here along this stretch of US2 and pines, you won't get much colour until about week 8 when those yellows start popping up on the glitter and
birch. Northern UP Keweenaw, the ones who were here say it's their favorite place on the Upper Peninsula, you don't know unless you were here. Come visit and see why. Cooper Harbor is starting to get a little hint of a change of color. The eastern end of Cooper Harbour, overlooking East Bluff, is light yellowish tones. Look south for your
best colour now from Rockaway Mountain, the chief spotter. You see now? Red and orange pop up on the hillside, still very green for most people, it's not until about week 8 when it should be reaching around 50%-80% color. THE US41 Mac Copper Harbor ride to Phoenix is looking good now, even at this early stage, a lot of color starts
on the covered road. It was about 5 weeks ago when I first saw some color down this stretch but I had to look it up of course, but every week you see more and more. This is one of the most beautiful color drives you'll ever have anywhere in the U.S., there's a reason it always ranks highly for autumn colors, again unless you've been there
made because you don't even understand. A view from Grease House looks at the bluff of Mount Bohemia, Mount Houghton, and Bare Bluff still has a lot of green still, these are a little slower to progress, so skip this area until about week 8 for these colors to start popping. Sit on the underwriting sands of Grease House and take all its
beauty during peak color season. A trip from Lac La Belle to Big Travers was pretty green yet, I still haven't seen a lot of paint, some trees here and there now, wait another two weeks for some good paint to start popping up. Interior parts around Mohawk, Kloma, Lake Linden, Dollar Bay, Boston Locke, Hancock see plenty of paint, you
can't but help seeing the trees change. Along the Portage Canal view from the view on the US41 Quincy Hill are very green still, another week you need to start seeing some good changes, another 2 weeks we may hit 50-60%, we'll see what this week of the 40s at night does. Outside Houghton along the US41 and M26 colour happens,
nice reds pop up on your way to Chassell just outside Chassell along the Sturgeon River Sloughs, a very nice red. Finsdale to Tubula looks good now, the other day it was hard to spot these reds, now you can't but help see some, nice oranges starting too. Near Duncan along the marshes are some amazing bright reds, amazed by the
change in two days here. Further down the Firesteel rivers and the city the crowds have colour but it's behind what Donken and Toivola are now. On your way to Ontonagon you'll see more paint along the small rivers before Silver City. The L'Anse area gets color, especially south near Alberta and things are progressing with some
oranges, don't see much red right now though. Along Skanee Rd there's a bit of colour, some reds, plenty of orange, and these greens are starting to change into yellowish tones. Along Arvon Rd there is a bit of red showing more face along the marshes and rivers. Travelling deeper into the Huron Mtns along the Slate River there is some
colour to appear, more yellow and a bit orange. Out to a big bridge Ericks is a bit of a colour, wait until week 8 for a nice colour drive, so Week 9 should be absolutely amazing if you've already passed a record you'll still enjoy the display of yellow you'll have. Key UP views from places like Sugarloop, Mt Market and Hogsbeck you can't
walk With autumn color. From Big Bay Thomas Rock has just started to change, mostly green colours with yellowish tones, some wooden tops with some red and orange. The drives at 510 and 550 were still sporadic in color, lots of yellows and greens starting to fade to the yellowish green this week. Around market the views of Sugarloaf
and Hogsback haven't been good for colour yet, another week we should see trees filling up, in two weeks and need to get 30-50% colour perhaps more depending on how cool along the lake it gets. The drive south of Ispiming and Nienyony filled in for pools and rivers. More reds appear than in the northern areas of Marquette County.
Country Rd 492 had some reds that appeared, mostly yellow now appearing. South on the M35 colour started a bit more now last week, another week and should be fine, in two weeks it should be a nice drive. Looking at Ischfing from Jasper Nov was very green but, some trees could be seen in the city changed, noticed plenty of
yellowish tones on the leaves though. Along the M28 goes Munising from Harvey it's not until you get towards the Au train because you see a lot of colour now, head further south you'll see more, another 2 weeks and it should start to get good. Around the munising paint is spotty, staying south for hints of colour around Wetmore, head
southwest towards Chatham along the M94 for a bit more colour. South on the US41 towards Trenary there are some reds appearing along the fields, plenty of yellows and a bit of orange starting to show, some trees with paint filling. East UP Eastern UP is coming, views from Mission Hill aren't good for color right now, but it's always a
good idea to get into the landscape. Another 3 weeks color should be amazing here. A lot of reds pop up outside the SO and along the I75. At whitefish point, things are still really green. The road to the Crisp Point herding if you're visiting is quite muddy and stretchy so be careful. A few reds along the M28 from Shinkelton to Sani along
the marshes. Going down the 77 there's some colour now popping up not a lot of reds but enough yellow and a bit of orange that you know fall is coming. Things in far east UP look green yet and haven't received many reports this way. South UP South UP starts now, a little red and orange appears on trees right now. The green ones go
into those yellowish shades, still pretty green. We'll see if things start popping up this week in the South to be able to write a little bit more, it's very green still. U.P. Fall Colors &amp; Waterfall Tours off the Beaten Autumn Adventures Trail Color Reports by Yooper Steve :: September 1, 2020 :: Welcome notes for Week 5 of the Upper
Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. This week we're seeing colors along some of those Superior Lake shorelines right now. The overall color is 3-12%. We had a few nights when the temps plummeted into the '40s and it helped jump-start a little bit. Change in slower areas to change areas. This week we
really need to start seeing some areas start to fill up more. There are many trees now with shades of leaves varying from dark hunter green color and green grass to a lighter shade of yellowish green. From the mezlat I saw a lot of wooden tops with good color starting, still very green still. Read regional reports below. Share your autumn
color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P. Travel Guide::P Hotograph:::FunintheUP filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP on Facebook Yooper Steve Instagram - Yooper Steve
Facebook - SteveJurmu.com UP Western Areas along Lake Superior now near the Hedgehog Mountains are starting to see a hint of color change, especially those green ones starting to fade into yellowish green tones. Some trees can be seen in the cloud lake overlooking with hints of yellow and orange, some trees have been
approached with a hint of red starting along the Carp River below. Inside along South Border Rd there is plenty of colour starting, nothing that stands out much like yet. In the Ironwood areas, Besseman and Wakefield popped up a little red along the highway and lots of yellowish trees. I haven't had a chance to get to the ski hills to see if
things change this week. The M28 from Wakefield has a slight change of colour around Bergland, and some reds and oranges spotted along Lake Gogebic. North UP Copper Harbor is starting to get yellowish green now, yet a ton of green, this area is slower to change than the interior parts along the US41 at higher altitudes. Your best
color always stars from south-west viewing angles in Brockway Mtn and as the color change progresses to the eastern regions off Brockway to be caught and the northern landscapes as well. There's usually a two-week period that you've been giving you a nice view of color. Along US41 from Lake Medora to Calumet, us41 provided
enough color that tells you to fall is upon us. The colors were red, orange and yellow, a lot of leaves changed green to yellowish tones. Views from the cliffs and Madison Sighting were showing a lot of trees with paint starting in two weeks should be really noticeable. Areas along the Portage Canal are still very green, seeing some trees
around the M26 and US41 outside Houghton Hancock starting to get some red. The ride along the M26 from Pinesdale to Twin Lakes has shown signs of 10-12% colour now. Around L'Anse, Scani, Herman areas saw change, Arbon Rd showed some reds and yellows. Not much color change at Lake Plumbago now but you see the trees
and the trees and the trees getting light yellow, more color buoyancy. Central UP the trip from Covington Jct to Mitchegema has some colour down the stretch, but nothing that really stands out to you yet. I expected to see a decent change around Beaufort. And the River Sperer but it's still very green. I think all this rain has really killed that
color from progress a lot, it'll be interesting to see what happens now this week if things calm down. Looking for signs of color change around Ishpeming, Negaunee, and Marquette was a challenge, not much to report, yet green, very green. Didn't make it 550 or 510 this week, should have some color in the parts where rivers and ponds
are, but don't expect much. South of Isfiming on 581 around pools where I saw some early-stage reds start filling a little with more reds and elsewhere some places with some yellows and oranges. The M35 hasn't progressed much, the occasional tree here and there with yellows, much with yellowish green filling though. US41 South of
Harvey some color looks, we'll see more people identifying color closer to Kiva and Trenary. The monetization zone sees how much trees are changing. Along the lake and rivers there is some color, but you have to look for it. East UP is still pretty green still. Seney stretch some spots with some red, plenty of roses starting to get this
yellowish hue. Some places along Germfask see some color down near Blaney Park to see color now. US2 to Naubinway Some trees have begun to change, seeing more inland off Lake Michigan. Near St. Ignas some trees with red, but not much in the way of color other than your yellow hues starting on the leaves. Further north so
people see some reds and plenty of trees with paint, around 5% in a large part of the area. Some trees along the Tahkwenon River are changing. The Newbury area in the Macmillan area is seeing some color, mostly yellowish, red shades occasionally popping up, some oranges. South up south you're going to have less color. Outside of
Mandony, you don't expect to see any color now. Outside the Metan and Norway iron there are some trees here and there with a starting color, not many reds have been spotted yet, a lot of orange spotted, lots of yellowish shades ranging from leaves along the roads. US2 from Hermansville to Ascena very green, doesn't see much in the
way of color change. Around some of the ponds and lakes you'll start to see more color this week. U.P. Fall Colors &amp; Waterfall Tours off a path-stricken autumn-color adventure reports by Yooper Steve :: August 25, 2020 :: Welcome notes for Week 4 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula.
This week the overall colors start to enter a range of 4-10%. Many of the tree leaves are now starting to get this bright yellow hue to them and the dark green is starting to fade. Chlorophyll will start to reduce the leaves, but can still make some with rainfall and warm evenings which slows down the process of autumn colours bringing
produced. I hope we don't have any more hot days in the '80s and '90s, it'll definitely put a damper on the color season and leaves will die quickly if that happens. This week there weren't many places I'd been. See some color change along forest roads. Most of the northern, central and western areas of UP have plenty of color appearing
and you know autumn is fast approaching. This week was a pretty hot week both during the days and nights didn't cool down like we needed to bring colors to change into teenagers. This week temperatures won't drop much and it will be cloudy and there will be a slight drop in temperatures. Usually in week 5 and 6 we really start to see
how much nice color develops. Read regional reports below. Share your autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P. Travel Guide::P Hotograph:::FunintheUP filmmaker on
Instagram - FunintheUP facebook yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com Western Up The Western UP, one of the best areas to see autumn colors and the two most popular places to be, Cooper Peak and the Forki are now starting to see some treetops with color. The views from these amazing spots are
still very green but you can see that green is starting to fade leaves. Face along South Boundary Rd in the Hedgehog Mountains National Park you will see some trees with changing mountains, this is a wonderful drive to make during your WESTERN UP trip. Here you go, visit cloud lake, summit, greenstone landscape and waterfalls,
Persk Island River, see all the waterfalls and river mouths in Lake Superior. From the western end of the Forki and down 519 you'll see some reds and oranges with lots of green shades all the way to the M28 in Wakefield. From Wakefield to Ironwood and especially around the ski hills I noticed a good amount of change, still a lot of green,
another two weeks and things really need to start popping up. Through the Black River here the Black River is a wonderful ride and you must stop at the falls as well, 5 of them, some of the largest in UP. The paint is just starting to appear along the road now. North UP-colored Keweenaw begins, not so much in the copper harbor area now
but you will notice a discoloration along the US41 from Phoenix to Keweenaw Mountain Lodge. The views from Mount Brockway were very green and remain quite green for another 3 weeks, however you can see some of that particularly fading green south of Lake Medora and south of Mount Voodoo. US41 from Phoenix to Clyumet has
color, enough that you know to fall is almost here. There's not much to see along Cliff Drive to watch near the marshy areas with some crimson red starting, an area that changes really quickly from red to dull. Over in the Traprok Valley paint started with some trees here and there with paint along the roads, a view from the sky looks really
green yet. The M26 from Lake Linden to Henoc has a colour here and there, some red, and greener shades. Outside of Hoton, Shassel has paint. Of yellow and some bright oranges with some reds popping up. Along the M26 from Finsdale towards the Firesteel Rivers you will see more colour close to Toivola and Lake Twin than further
west along the M26. Mazary Bay Road to Mazary Bay has some nice reds by the lakes and pools. The center of UP most of the market area at low levels is really green still, some trees here and there with some color. The views from Mt Market are very green, not much to see apart from some spectacular views of Market Harbour and
hogsbeck, Fresque Island, Sugarloaf. South of Nagauni and Isphaming there is paint starting further north along the back roads, some seen along the M35 and Co Road 581. East UP there is not much color changing yet around Munising or Grand Marais, only a few trees here and there have been located. There's plenty of green along
Lake Superior, don't expect much color change for another 3 weeks. Towards there so there's a bit of a change of colour now, some reds are popping up. Make sure you get your opinions in Mission Hill Overlook you will love it for viewing autumn colours, or any time of year. There's not much to report on at the eastern end of UP. South
UP color here and there with some areas by the small lakes and changing ponds. North of Iron Mountain and Norway you'll see some trees with some reds and oranges, most of them green so far. Further south there aren't many trees even showing yellow shades yet, still quite hot. U.P. Fall Colors &amp; Waterfall Tours off a path-
stricken autumn adventure color reports by Yooper Steve :: August 18, 2020 :: Welcome notes for Week 3 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. This week it started to feel like falling a little bit more with the cooler nights we get. The cooler nights are what we need to start jump-starting the
autumn colours. In most places you're now walking across UP you'll see plenty of colour-changing trees. Don't worry peak colour is still weeks off but it could come soon if things go perfectly for that to happen. Right now I anticipate peak colors start hitting areas of central, north, and western UP sometime around the third week of
September, at least it should be around 60-70% color which is a very good amount of color. Areas along Lake Superior like Top Keweenaw near Cooper Harbour, coastline areas in Porky, Sugarloaf landscapes, and areas around Munising will be slower to peak. Overall at the moment all signs point to an early season of autumn color
compared to recent years, but, and I say, but, but, things can change quickly, color change can slow down and actually reverse during the first few weeks of color change. The amount of rain we get helps ensure things don't dry out for fasting. If we see some longer periods or for many days with temperatures reaching into the 80s and 90s
things can dry out and leaves could die before they even have To showcase their beauty. Next week, Week 4 will return to normal regional reports. Overall we see a 2-5% color change. Share your autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn
Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P. Travel Guide::P Tograph:::FunintheUP Filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP Facebook Yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com U.P. Autumn Colors &amp; Waterfall Tours Off The Fall Adventure-Stricken Trail Color Reports by Yopper
Steve :: August 10, 2020 :: Autumn Color Comments Report for Week 3 will be updated on Wednesday night I couldn't finish it monday and Tuesday. Welcome to the second week of the Autumn Color Report on the Upper Peninsula in Michigan's beautiful Upper Peninsula. I haven't gone out like I'd hoped in the last week to check the
autumn colours, but this week I'm planning, because I might have more time. This week we had another hot week here on the Upper Peninsula and also recorded a few inches of rain, a lot of much-needed rain. Things are starting to change, temperatures are starting to drop a bit in the evenings which is a requirement to get the colours
started in the autumn season here on the Upper Peninsula. Things are still very green and there will be another 3-4 weeks, and then we're supposed to get to 20% to 50% paint across most of the Upper Peninsula a lot depending on how dry it stays and if we get those cool nights. I think we'll have a beautiful colourful season, I call to see
some nice reds on trees in the marshy areas and along some lakes inland and along rivers. At the moment my outlook for the autumn color record is a little early at this point but I think we'll be a little earlier than last year across most of UP. Share your autumn color photos and fall @funintheup.com or simply a message on the FunintheUP
Facebook page. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P. Travel Guide::P Hotograph:::FunintheUP filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP facebook yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com Western Out western Michigan has some color that starts
in the Ironwood and Nail areas. Very minimal that most people wouldn't notice. Through the Black River only a few trees were seen with paint, you have to really look though. From Bruce Crossing to Wakefield doesn't look much in the way of color. Along the shores of Lake Gogbi there are only a few trees with a little color. North UP Color
at Keweenaw is now a little more noticeable, US41 from Phoenix to Cooper Harbor and you'll see some orange and yellow here and there as you drive. A few paint spots along Eagle Harbor are cut off on the High Elevated Road, nothing most people will notice. The views from the cliffs was very green still, it was really hard to see any
color change yet. From a canoe to a hencoque on US41 there are some Colors began in the area near the airport. Around Houghton there is a small color change mainly in these oranges some reds want to start. Outside Houghton near Toivola and out near Twin Lakes there's some colour now, still very green. We need to start seeing 5%
color this week if we see some cooler nights. In the center up there is only a small color starting across the central upper peninsula. A few trees here and there along US41 from Covington Jct to Michigamme are starting to turn. There's a lot of let's go now getting a lighter hue. Some swampy areas have some of these marsh trees that
start their deep reds. Other trees along Interstate 581 and 565 have only a few hints of color on the leaves. A large bay and nothing more, along the 550 Rd line, has only a few trees with little yellow and orange. The views from Mt Market were absolutely green and will start to see some tops of trees probably next week with some oranges
and yellows. East up some trees with some color starting. South up some trees with some color starting. U.P. Fall Colors &amp; Waterfall Tours off a path-stricken autumn adventure color reports by Yooper Steve :: August 2, 2020 :: Welcome notes for Week 1 of the Upper Peninsula Fall Color Report in Michigan's beautiful Upper
Peninsula. It's that time of year, the autumn color report started. Already in the past week I and others across the Upper Peninsula have been seeing some changes in colours between the leaves. It's not unusual as at this time of year things start to change as we're more than halfway through the summer. Normally, between mid-July and
late July, we detect some changes, but don't worry, peak season is many more weeks away. If you're thinking about planning your trip you need to start thinking about it. With the FunintheUP Autumn Color Report, you can track the progress of colors week after week for the next 10-12 weeks. If you have pictures of autumn colors
wherever you are UP don't stop sending them to me in autumn @funintheup.com or just send a message on the FunintheUP Facebook page. Thank you all for visiting and displaying on U.P.'s Autumn Color Report page. Join a guided autumn tour with tours of the Upper Peninsula, a great way to see autumn colours, hidden waterfalls,
great picturesque landscapes and historic sites. Thanks for making the U.P. Autumn Color Report, check back weekly for updates. --Yooper Steve - U.P.::P Tour Guide Totograph::FunintheUP filmmaker on Instagram - FunintheUP on Facebook - Yopper Steve Instagram - Yopper Steve Facebook - SteveJurmu.com-UP No Reports yet.
North UP around the Houghton area now has colors popping up around the city along side streets. Along us41 from Houghton to Chassell you can see a hint of color change. On the M28 outside Paynesdale and before Toivola there are some trees with some bright orange starts, I haven't noticed the reds yet, maybe in the next week I'll
see some reds start. Near Duncan along the marshes you could see a clue Changing with the marsh trees, these trees usually give a bright red view at the start of the first week of September. Up into Keweenaw along us41 from Mohawk to Phoenix I noticed some trees with paint, but if you hadn't noticed you probably wouldn't even
notice. Near Delaware and Campfire Lake along US41 some trees show just a little color. Central UP Some trees with paint I noticed co Rd 581 south of Isfiming. I didn't see much other colour as my driving was limited last week around the area. There were some trees I saw from three lakes to Mitchegama that had some slight changes,
expecting some noticeable color next week, especially along the Sperer River area. Market area I haven't noticed anything yet, I'm sure there are some trees with some early paint. East UP has no reports yet. South UP has no reports yet. Disclaimer: Remember this report is a guide and in no way does it completely include any point for
autumn color in the Upper Peninsula. I travel hundreds of miles every week around the um watching the autumn colours and it's physically impossible to be in all places and analyse each area. The best times to come for autumn paint if you weren't even noticing autumn color reports would be the last 4 days of September and the first 4
days of October. Remember that color change happens slowly along Superior Lake, Lake Michigan, Cloud Lake Overlook, Rockaway Mountain, Pictured Rocks, Whitefish Point, Mackinac Island, and Drummond Island. Some of these areas could be two weeks behind the inner parts of up west, up north, and center up. Southern UP can
also be up to 1 week and in some cases 2 weeks also behind. If you wait until after October 10 each year, you'll almost always watch mostly brown, yellow and some trees left with little color. That doesn't mean after October 10 there's no pretty color, but historically after the October 10 peak color season is usually done for. 2019 2018
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